A schematic diagram of the proposed energy router system for improving the renewable energy consumption and power supply flexibility.
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This issue starts with a cover story which shows a schematic diagram of the proposed energy router system for improving the renewable energy consumption and power supply flexibility published in the CTSoc’s journal, IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics. This paper presents a nine-port energy router topology to meet the requirement for hardware scheduling equipment in smart homes. The simulation and experimentation confirmed the viability of the energy router.

Next, the feature people provide an interview with Prof. Ir. Dr. Chee Seng Chan with the Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, Universiti Malaya, Malaysia. The research of Prof. Chan aims to protect the ownership of deep learning or AI models and data. The interview shows the reason, current issues and importance of data and AI models protection and appeals to have some policies to govern AI so it creates some kinds of fear in certain communities.

Finally, this issue presents a featured article brought by Prof. Zhihui Lu of Fudan University, China, discussing on the task scheduling in a cloud-edge hybrid architecture which is a challenge in research and CE industry. The paper summarized the task scheduling algorithms with considering two major factors: restricted resources and service requirements. It explained the proposed dynamic collaborative scheduling method under the heterogeneous cloud-edge architecture, and their proposed data placement and retrieval mechanism under the cloud-edge hybrid architecture to cooperate with the execution of the scheduling method. These proposals reduce the response time of the entire system and improve the user’s application experience. This article also summarized the collaborative training method of models under the cloud-edge hybrid architecture.

We hope you can enjoy your reading!

Yafei Hou
Editor of NCT
Although the smart home has attracted a lot of attention recently, many academics place a greater emphasis on energy dispatch technology than on energy optimization strategy. This research presents a nine-port energy router topology to meet the requirement for hardware scheduling equipment in smart homes. In order to boost the consumption of renewable energy, the energy router achieves energy complementarity between wind, solar, and storage. It also comes with five voltage level output interfaces to expand the flexibility of the power supply system. Additionally, the entire topology utilizes an AC/DC hybrid structure made up of built-in power electronic converters, allowing for the minimization of power supply hardware. Then, with a focus on the energy management of the energy router, a hierarchical management control strategy is provided to realize the energy flow balance through multimode management. This strategy includes decentralized module control and power dispatch control. Finally, simulation and experimentation are used to confirm the viability of the energy router.
What is the current focus of you and your team’s research?

The current focus of my research team is more on the security, in particular we are very interested to look into how to protect the ownership of deep learning models. This is because as a researcher, we know that it is not easy to train a successful and commercially viable Deep Learning model. For instance, we spend a lot of time, money, and resources to do so, but at the moment, there is no ownership protection at all on this very valuable deep learning models. That is why recently we have been working with WeBank (a private online bank founded by multiple Chinese companies including Tencent Holdings Ltd.) on looking into the possibility to create a technology to protect the ownership of deep models.

Our approach to this problem is not application centric at the moment because we are targeting types of Deep Learning models in general. We started off with protecting the deep learning Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and after that we move to Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). The main reason is that in common CNNs and GANs, the inputs and outputs are totally different. In CNNs, you usually input an image and get a classification result while for GANs you would input a latent noise and the output would be
an image. Some CNN and GAN models would eventually have images as input and output as well, but we mainly look at the common difference between their inputs and outputs for our work. We also further extended our work to RNN recently, with the same intuition whereby a common RNN input is a string of text and the output is also a string of text.

So the way we apply our techniques to CNN, we may not be able to apply to GAN in a simple manner due to the nature of the input, and seems that it cannot be applied to RNN as well. So that is why at the moment we are not looking at application centric but rather at the nature of the deep learning model itself. As of now, we have covered most of the basic architectures that is available in the literature including, models where the input is an image and the output a regression, models where the input is an image and the output is an image, the input is a noise latent vector and the output is an image, and lastly the input is a text the output is also a text. As a summary, we have covered most architectures that is popular in this domain.

**From your experiences, how has the research landscape changed from when you first started till now?**

I think with the emergence of Deep Learning we can see that there are exciting models that can be put into the commercial market compared to last time. This is because of the power of the deep learning algorithms and also the power of the digital data that is available now compared to last time. Now almost every device that we use is digital-based, no longer analog. Because of this, we are getting more and more data now. So [in terms of visual data] from the “classical” 2D image, now most people have gone to work on video, and also probably beyond 3D. These had been the changes [I’ve seen throughout the years].

**With many research as well as industrial advancements claiming to incorporate or innovate with AI, what is your perspective on this trend?**

Now the industry has been very excited due to the financial gain that they can get. I would say in overall, the industry nowadays is very excited about the emergence of Deep Learning but not a lot of industries eventually can sustain for a long time because of the lack of effort to build their own deep model. You need a lot of financial resources in terms of hiring the correct people and then have enough infrastructure to build a deep model. So at the moment, almost all the current start-up companies have no issues for the first two years of business because they can rely on open-source codes to have their customer base. However, once they move to year 3 and above, which I call the “sustainable time”, they might have a hard time because of competition where they may be no different to their rivals [that continue using open-source solutions]. At this time, the company would have also grown and the financial requirement to sustain the company is higher now compared to when they just started. So the challenge for most of the companies eventually start in year 3. That is why recently, we also can see that a lot of technology companies have retrenchment because it is no longer viable to invest a lot of resources. We can see that the benefits or the return on investment (ROI) is quite marginally small from one to another. That is why companies now would need to look at how to really sustain in the current competitive market.

(Quite a lot start on trendy type of approach and go for open source because they thought that is what they are going to use)

Yes, that is why for those start-up companies, you can see that those very successful start-ups eventually do have their own algorithms. Those that are able to sustain beyond year 3 and above, we always see that they not just have their own technology, but they are also pursuing research in their area. An example of successful start-up is YOLO (You-Only-Look-Once deep learning object detection). YOLO is from a start-up company and
Now we know there are up to YOLOv7 [for their object detector], so the researchers are still improving their "product" and they are still active in research including publishing research papers, so on and so forth.

I think publishing now is not like the conventional where it is only centric on academia, but companies now, in order to survive long enough, they need to start to look into some research element so that they can be differentiated even though very slightly from their rivals. This is so that they can be unique in their own domain to attract unique customers. We all know that deep learning solutions is not one-size-fits-all as it has always been customized to a certain application and if you have your own technology in a particular domain, then you will always be able to attract your type of customers that will eventually become your loyal customer in the future. So that is why, to have your own technology, and then move on to improve your technology is very important.

So the main message here is that you would definitely need to do (at least some) research. A lot of people always say that research papers are only for academia but it is no longer true because when you are able to publish your papers in very reputable conferences, from a company’s perspective, it can give investors and clients more confidence in the company. This is because publications eventually tell the world that you may already have a new technology within the company, just that due to some kind of constraint such as hardware, the solution is not yet efficient or feasible financially to be deployed. The publication is one of the proof that the company already have a future solution waiting. I think this is very important but has been overlooked by a lot of start-up companies, particularly in Malaysia.

**Nowadays, many tools and resources are open and accessible to anyone and everyone to devise their own AI projects and solutions, would this be a concern especially from the ethical side of things?**

I think this is very important when it comes to ethics, and a lot of people have shown that it is possible to use technology [for ethics]. For example, in some of our work that we have shown, it is possible to use technology to protect deep models [a part of ownership ethics]. Some researchers in the domain of explainable AI have also shown that it is possible to use certain solution to make the model “more ethical” by knowing what is happening behind the scenes. But unfortunately, policy-wise is not ready. So that is the hiccup here because ethics are not merely just technological, you need lawmakers to come up with certain guidelines or policies.

At the moment, this is a work in progress because we know that it is not easy to come up with a policy that would be agreed by every parties and worse still the real understanding of any AI model is still in quite an infancy stage. In most cases, we still do not really know why an AI model behave in such a way. However, I do see efforts on improving ethics not only in terms of how we should use a model, but also on how should we use the data. For example, a particular set of data can be used to train a model for “good”, but at the same time it can be used to train a model for “bad” purposes as well. How do we govern that? In my opinion, unfortunately, we are not there yet although there are some laws in Europe and also China for such protection in their early stages. However, these are mostly to tell that one would need consensus to use data, including the consent of the individual whose data is captured by even a CCTV, otherwise an alternative route away from the CCTV has to be provided by the developers.

In Europe, there is the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that provides such protection to data. But what is still lacking is the governance of the AI’s behavior. What if the AI acts
worse than expected, who would be the one responsible for the model’s action? The company, the inventor, or eventually the user? At the moment we do not have a clear answer to this, so that is why there is still a long way to go when it comes to ethics.

(And because from the scientist perspective, understanding the AI also is still a work in progress so it is hard for the policy makers or even the public to even understand further.)

Exactly. As we all know, underlay of all these AI models are all algorithms achieved by some mathematics. But we also know that the real world environment keeps on changing from time-to-time and human behavior change as they age too. The data we use to train the model are typically historical data. There is no guarantee people that behave one way in the past will have the same behavior in the future. There are still a lot of such uncertainties in the real world environment where we try to apply algorithms on, so it may not be able to adapt well to this.

Most consumers would have used some form of AI technology and are focused on the convenience they provide, but do you think they are sufficiently aware of the potential negative implications that such tech would bring to their privacy?

I think everyone, even myself are very excited with all these technologies because no doubt that the advancement of technology has really improved our lives. It gives us more luxury to spend time with family and loved ones, and so on and so forth. But eventually none of us look into the [potential] negatives of it because we enjoy the benefits more than the so-called negative. However, we as an inventor or researcher in this area, we must be aware of every single possibility of negative impact that might happen so as to safe guard everyone.

We must know that, we have been enjoying the benefits of technology like AI because there are currently no rules and regulations. For example, the situation is just like driving on the highway. If there is no speed limit, users can drive as fast as possible and enjoy the shorter travel time from A to B. However, if an accident happens due to a lack of safety consideration, the consequences are very serious. Worse still is how to decide who to be held responsible in such a situation. From the consumer or user’s point of view, they are only using the technology and service. A driver is only driving as fast as possible as there is no speed limit in place with the presumption that safety measures have been put in place by the service providers, such as road barriers, road quality, and then from the car manufacturers, a car that is well equipped with safety systems to handle collisions. This is the hypothetical situation that we have with AI right now.

We simply do not have any regulations around the word to dictate when A can or cannot be used. We also do not have limits on how far we can use the AI in a given population or conditions. That is why we can still enjoy a “free ride”. The problem would be that the technology can improve a lot but the “side effect” would be, unbearable consequences if problems arise, especially from an ethical perspective. So I think what we need now is a check and balance.

There has been a saying from a movie, “Your scientists were so preoccupied with whether they could, they didn’t stop to think if they should.” Do you find that current day AI or computer scientists to have such a problem?

As a scientist and researcher, we would always be excited about technology, there is no doubt about that. But as I mentioned, it is because we have been enjoying the “free ride” [due to no regulations], we may eventually not think if we should do something or not because as a researcher, we go into it with a genuine attempt and a purpose. However, somehow, the work can be reversed and used against humans by someone else. So in such case, as I said, policies would be very important. There is no standardization so far and we have to be careful on what we choose to use or improve.
Has there been notable efforts to improve ethical accountability in computer science research?

I think there is a lot of efforts that is ongoing, such as the data protection act [of different countries]. We would start with data first, such as the European GDPR and a new California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA), and slowly move on from there. Unfortunately, policies are not something that can be done within a day. It usually takes years to be endorsed and passed by governments. I would say that it will be a long journey ahead because it seems to me, every country would have their own view on how data [and eventually AI] can and should be used.

Unity on this matter that can cut across the world will not happen in a short time or in the near future because we understand that there will always be disparity between developed, developing, and under-developed countries when it comes to technology. Also bear in mind that related policies will also need to involve cultural aspects as some matters are acceptable to certain countries and regions but not the others. So if we were to find a one-size-fits-all policy, it will be challenging. However, having some form of restrictions can be done soon. The community from academia and lead technologists are trying to help governments in various parts of the world to see to it. But as I said, it still needs time.

What should be the way forward since technology such as AI is ubiquitous to most consumers?

At the moment, technologies have shown and proved that they are very useful but now is the time for the policy makers to really sit down to come out with a check-and-balance. When this technology can be used and when it should be used? What are the terms and conditions to be set? If we do not do that soon, the more advance that we go, the harder it is for us to track all these changes. Especially nowadays where the world is on a full digital transformation. We really need to know now, and govern now or else it will be out of control very soon. So it is not about slowing down the technology but to catch up with the policy, that should be the way forward.
Any parting words for those who are following the development and trends of technology and AI?

For me I think, we definitely need technology to improve our lives. But having new technology is always an unpleasant thing for humans because humans always have a nature for reluctance of change. We can see through the industrial revolutions from 1st to 4th now. When a technology or a new invention has been put in place, always people have fear. For example, losing work opportunities and so on. If you look at the 2nd industrial revolution, from riding on a horse to the used of a car, people had reluctance on that. Up until now we have cars everywhere and then ride-hailing service like Uber, people also reluctant to that. In the coming future then might be worse with autonomous cars. So I think we need to look at the pros and cons on this. No doubt that when a technology an invention is been introduced, there will be a change of the job market but I would say that is how life is.

Regardless, all these technologies that have been put in place are always human-centric. It is the knowledge of humans that are represented by a set of algorithms, or mathematical equations. So a lot of technologies are always looking at humans. So I would say that as long as we humans are able to understand the works, and then having the policies to govern that, I think humans and technology can always work hand-in-hand to continue to improve human life. Just that unfortunately, at the moment we do not have a policy to govern AI so it creates some kind of fear in certain communities. Once this is resolve, I think everyone will know their position in the world, including technology. This is because now technology is everywhere, it is borderless without governance, yet humans are governed by certain policies which causes an imbalance. So we need to balance it so that humans would be able to enjoy more of this with less fear.
Abstract:

Task scheduling in a cloud-edge hybrid architecture is a challenge in research and industry. The task scheduling algorithm needs to consider restricted resources and service requirements. The restricted resources include hardware resources, network topology and latency, storage resources and data placement. Service requirements include service latency, data transmission time, etc. In the last few years, we not only design a dynamic collaborative scheduling method under the heterogeneous cloud-edge architecture but also propose a data placement and retrieval mechanism under the cloud-edge hybrid architecture in order to cooperate with the execution of the scheduling method. It reduces the response time of the entire system and improves the user’s application experience. Besides, a collaborative training method of models under the cloud-edge hybrid architecture is proposed and designed. According to the types of tasks it handles, appropriate model deployment is selected and personalized model training is performed.

Why we need collaborative scheduling for workload tasks?

Recently, in academia and industry, the collaborative scheduling of workload tasks in the cloud-edge hybrid architecture is a key area of research at home and abroad. The latest research results have carried out joint research on task service deployment and task scheduling, but they are for applications with a large amount of data and a large amount of transmission. More importantly, the current joint scheduling mostly stays in the design of the model, the resource utilization method is...
relatively rough, and the data placement, retrieval and model coordination need to be considered when the scheduling method is implemented.

In the heterogeneous cloud-edge hybrid architecture, the same task type may be deployed on different edge servers, and different edge servers may deploy different type of services. There are various task scheduling schemes, and different scheduling schemes have a significant impact on the completion time of tasks. When a user task request arrives at the edge layer, the system should be able to select a suitable instance on the edge server to respond to the task calculation according to the task attribute and the resource attribute at the location of the edge node (including the parameter configuration and data cache of the edge node), so as to ensure the real-time and validity of the calculation.

There are three problems involved here: 1. The edge server itself has limited resources and cannot deploy all types of tasks. The system should be able to perform edge-edge coordination according to the changing characteristics of user requests, support refined resource joint scheduling of hardware, and select appropriate resources to adjust service deployment to utilize the limited edge resources to meet the needs of user services. 2. The execution of tasks requires data support, and the unloading, placement and retrieval of data need to be reflected in the entire architecture, which can more comprehensively support the work tasks. 3. In the process of executing tasks interactively with the edge cloud, users need to consider the data security of the execution model and the wishes of the actual stakeholders, which is also one of the limitations of task coordination and scheduling. In the dynamic collaborative training of the model, the training results of each model in the node and the training data are used to jointly train the model, and the cloud computing power and edge node computing power have also been effectively used, realizing the dynamic collaborative scheduling of the edge cloud model, thus greatly improving the training efficiency and resource utilization of the model under the heterogeneous edge-cloud architecture.

How we make collaborative scheduling for workload tasks?

In the last few years, we make some tries to solve the problem of low efficiency of the workload collaborative scheduling mechanism in the cloud-edge hybrid architecture. By proposing and implementing the collaborative scheduling method, combined with the innovation of the data placement and retrieval mechanism, it will be deployed in the cloud-edge hybrid architecture. The model in the system is collaboratively trained on multiple nodes, so that it can not only realize the refined joint scheduling of hardware resources in the system and improve the efficiency of resource utilization, but also meet their requirements for response time and data security from the user’s point of view. We take into account the heterogeneous work task resource application characteristics of multi-edge nodes and the data storage and computing resource deployment of the cloud-edge hybrid system. Based on some open-source edge computing frameworks, a dynamic collaborative task scheduling algorithm is designed to fully integrate and utilize the system. It can reduce the average processing delay of tasks, improve user service quality, and meet the high real-time processing requirements of massive edge tasks. The data placement and retrieval mechanism under the cloud-edge hybrid architecture are proposed, and the data required for task scheduling is efficiently and safely used in an environment with high privacy protection requirements, and the computing power of heterogeneous edge nodes is effectively utilized to realize edge cloud. Model dynamic scheduling improves training efficiency and resource utilization, and improves system security.
and privacy protection capabilities. To express the content of these studies more intuitively, the technical route of our research is shown as Figure 1.

A. Dynamic collaborative scheduling methods

We propose some dynamic collaborative scheduling methods under the heterogeneous cloud-edge architecture. On the basis of sensing the deployment status of services and data on edge nodes, select the corresponding edge nodes that can meet the task request delay submitted by users. The node with the smallest requirement and the smallest average completion time performs the cooperative processing of the task. By virtue of the fact that edge nodes are located at the edge of the network and are close to mobile terminal equipment, they can effectively reduce the delay of data transmission and better support the real-time nature of local services. At the same time, due to its strong computing power, the cloud system can command and dispatch the task deployment and computing resource allocation of edge nodes at the macro level. Our goal is to deploy the collaborative scheduling method in the KubeEdge, relying on its powerful container orchestration and scheduling capabilities to deploy tasks, support refined joint scheduling of resources at the hardware level, and improve computing resource scheduling performance.

We allocate the required computing resources for different user tasks, maximize the use of heterogeneous cloud-edge distributed characteristics, and processes tasks in parallel in the form of multi-task dynamic coordinated scheduling, reducing the response delay when edge computing processes jobs submitted by multiple users, optimize the processing efficiency of heavy tasks in heterogeneous cloud-edge networks. Based on the task processing model and resource management model, we design a task scheduling dynamic coordination mechanism and the task coordination scheduling mechanism. For the user’s high concurrency and heavy workload requests, the cloud makes task scheduling decisions for incoming requests based on the resource capacity information of the edge server, the instance information of the services deployed on the edge server, and the instance running time.

First, according to the feature information of concurrent requests, the request-response sequence is calculated to form priority scheduling based on service deployment. In the case of meeting the time and resource requirements of the task itself, the edge nodes that can meet the delay requirements and can reduce the task completion time are selected from the edge nodes to perform task scheduling processing. When the edge node cannot respond to the task request, the service configuration recommendation algorithm is used to generate the relevant service configuration recommendation according to the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of the task request, and the edge node is selected to deploy the relevant service. At the same time, a timing mechanism is designed. The edge nodes periodically send metadata to the central nodes for tasks and resources in the system, so as to realize task rescheduling, that is, to dynamically schedule tasks. Finally, a prototype verification system based on the scheduling component Dispatcher of the open-source project is designed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed cooperative scheduling algorithm.

The main function of the Dispatcher is divided into two parts: the first part is to schedule task requests generated by edge devices and find the optimal edge node for task processing; In the second part, when the required service is missing or cannot meet the user’s QoS guarantee, select the appropriate edge node for service deployment. The performance reference indicators of the verification system include delay, deadline, QoS, energy consumption, economic indicators and other aspects. For the delay analysis, the service delay of the task can be obtained by weighting the processing delay of different nodes according to the distribution probability, and the delay optimization effect of the collaborative scheduling algorithm can be judged by analyzing the weighted average delay and the processing of time-sensitive tasks. In addition to minimizing the delay, the task deadline also indicates the urgency of the task. The delay sensitivity of different tasks is different. If some tasks are not completed before the deadline, there will be serious consequences, so they are defined as
hard deadline-constrained tasks. Otherwise, Soft deadline-constrained tasks. In addition to minimizing the delay, the task deadline also indicates the urgency of the task. The delay sensitivity of different tasks is different. If some tasks are not completed before the deadline, there will be serious consequences, so these tasks are defined as hard deadline-constrained tasks. Other tasks are defined as soft deadline-constrained tasks. If the completion time is greater than the deadline, there is a delay. The verification system describes the requirements of the task completion time according to the time-related efficiency function, and performs the final collaborative scheduling algorithm effect verification. The verification system also needs to consider QoS. According to the user’s expectations for the application and the state of edge computing resources, it supports the refined joint scheduling of resources of the system hardware and improves the performance of computing resources.

B. A data placement and retrieval mechanism

We propose a data placement and retrieval mechanism under the cloud-edge hybrid architecture, which greatly reduces the response time of the entire system and improves the user’s application experience. By considering the resource heterogeneity and dynamic variability of edge nodes, combined with the respective advantages of cloud data centers and edge nodes, a more reasonable data placement and retrieval mechanism is proposed, which fully considers the scalability of edge nodes. The speed of data placement and retrieval is improved, and the error rate of data retrieval is reduced.

The actual execution of the task is inseparable from the placement and retrieval of the corresponding data, which is often realized through heterogeneous edge computing systems. In our study it consists of a controller and several edge nodes. The controller manages the edge nodes in the system network and is generally not used to store data or indexes. An edge node consists of a network access point and its edge server, and the edge server deploys the network access point. In order to meet the differentiated demands of different regions of the edge layer, the distribution of resources among edge nodes is often uneven. Edge nodes can play the roles of storage server and index server at the same time. A storage server refers to a server that stores data items, and an index server refers to a server that stores indexes. Given an index key, it is easy to find an index server and find the corresponding index value in the DIT record of the index server that stores the data item.

C. A collaborative training method

We design a collaborative training method under the cloud-edge hybrid architecture. In heterogeneous edge nodes, according to the types of tasks they process, select appropriate model deployments and conduct personalized model training to achieve a trade-off between training speed and security. Refine the consensus on the training results of each model to collaboratively train intelligent models deployed on different edge nodes to improve model training efficiency and accuracy. When dealing with complex intelligent learning tasks, according to tasks of different difficulty, the models that have been deployed in the edge cloud are reasonably scheduled, the complex model in the cloud handles the more difficult tasks, and the lightweight model on the edge node handles the simple tasks, reducing the task processing delay and improving throughput.

Model collaborative training in traditional federated learning requires edge nodes to deploy the same model, which cannot be applied to the needs of heterogeneous edge nodes to deploy heterogeneous models for different tasks in the context of the Internet of Things. At the same time, for different types of tasks, complex models deployed in the cloud will increase communication overhead and task processing delays. Lightweight models deployed entirely by edge nodes are generally less accurate and efficient when dealing with complex tasks. Our research proposes and designs a model dynamic co-scheduling method in a heterogeneous edge-cloud environment. In the heterogeneous edge nodes, according to the type of processing tasks, select the appropriate model deployment, and carry out personalized model training. At the same time, the consensus on the training results of each model is
refined to collaboratively train heterogeneous models deployed on different edge nodes to improve model training efficiency and accuracy. When dealing with complex tasks, according to tasks of different difficulty, the models deployed on the cloud edge are reasonably scheduled. The complex model on the cloud handles the more difficult tasks, and the lightweight model on the edge node handles the simple tasks, reducing the task processing delay and improving the throughput.

The method proposed in our research makes full use of the training results of each model in the heterogeneous edge nodes and the collaborative training model, and the computing power of the cloud and the computing power of the edge nodes are also effectively used, realizing the dynamic collaborative scheduling of the edge-cloud model. It greatly improves the training efficiency and resource utilization of the model under the heterogeneous edge-cloud architecture.

What we have done for collaborative scheduling?

In our research, the paper ORHRC [1] (IEEE ICWS’20) placed the performance prediction module in the cloud layer based on the cloud-fog hybrid architecture, and placed the configuration selection module in the nodes of the edge layer. ORHRC processes the workload in the fog nodes and sends the characteristics of the workload to the cloud layer for modeling. The paper ARVMEC [2] (JPDC’20) uses an ensemble learning algorithm based on XGBoost to make accurate predictions on the workload performance of various VM types according to the objectives of different user needs. The paper [3] focuses on the application of edge service distribution strategy and proposes a novel edge service distribution strategy based on intelligent prediction, which reduces the bandwidth consumption of edge service providers and minimizes the cost of edge service providers. Based on the edge-cloud computing paradigm, Reference [4] not only constructs a data placement model that includes shared datasets within the individual and among multiple workflows across various geographical regions, but also proposes a data placement strategy (DYM-RL-DPS) based on algorithms of two stages. In [5], we design a microservice-based service deployment strategy to reduce the average latency of IoT devices in a mixed environment. Aiming at the heterogeneity of edge server capacity, dynamic geographic information of IoT devices, changes in device preferences for applications, and complex application structures, we first propose a method based on heterogeneity and dynamic characteristics in an edge-cloud hybrid environment. Reference [6] proposes an adaptive mechanism (ADST) for dynamic collaborative service deployment and task scheduling under a heterogeneous edge-cloud architecture. In the process of task scheduling and service deployment, in order to meet the request delay requirements, ADST uses a greedy way to make decisions, and selects edge nodes and instances to reduce the average completion time. [7] (IEEE ICWS’20) considers the existence of multiple scientific workflows and multiple cloud data centers when building the data placement model, and constructs a new data placement model. [8] (IEEE JIOT’21) proposed a blockchain empowered secure and incentivized federated learning (BESIFL) paradigm. [9] (IEEE ICWS’22) designs a novel blockchain-based intelligent edge cooperation system to make CEC effective, among which incentive and trust mechanisms and performance optimization are crucial for latency-sensitive service provision. [10] (JDPC’22) takes into account the heterogeneity and scalability of edge nodes in real scenes when formulating an efficient indexing mechanism, and adopts a method that maps all edge nodes to points in a two-dimensional coordinate system according to the network distance. [11] (IEEE Access’22) propose an Online Pre-filtering Task Offloading System (OPTOS) that is able to mitigate the impact of vehicle mobility on task offloading performance in the edge network.

What is the next?

In the future, we will combine with some existing open-source frameworks and design fine-grained scheduling of resources and computing models. The data placement and indexing will be fully considered in the design, which lays the foundation for the collaborative training of the model in the architecture.
The corresponding collaborative scheduling algorithm, data placement strategy and specific retrieval mechanism will be proposed around the dynamic scheduling model and data placement model in the heterogeneous cloud-edge hybrid architecture. In addition, from the perspective of landing, the methods will support the refined resource joint scheduling of hardware and improve the performance of computing resources.

Finally, we will realize the prototype system based on the heterogeneous cloud-edge hybrid architecture, the dynamic scheduling method of resources and data, and the collaborative training strategy of the model, and ensure the security and accuracy of the model training.
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